In the present work we investigate the Hojman symmetry in FRW cosmology. In particular, we use the Hojman symmetry to find conserved quantities of particular cosmological models. Next, we study the Hojman symmetry in the scalar-tensor cosmology and find corresponding exact forms of integrals of motion. Finally, the formalism of the Hojman symmetry is extended to dynamical systems with the higher-order equations of motion.
I. INTRODUCTION
Symmetry plays a crucial role in the modern theoretical and mathematical physics. Using symmetry it becomes possible to select models starting from a fundamental laws of physics and constructing exact solutions of physical models. There are several fundamental symmetries such as Lie symmetry, Noether symmetry, Hojman symmetry, and etc. While the Lie symmetry and the Noether symmetry have been known for long time and actively used to investigate physical systems, the Hojman symmetry is a new one. The Noether symmetry and the Lie symmetry for various cosmological models has widely been investigated (see [1] - [4] ).In contrast to them, the Hojman symmetry for cosmological models is relatively less studied [5] - [7] . In contrast to Noether symmetry, in the Hojman symmetry the conservation laws can be constructed without using Hamiltonian or Lagrangian functions. It can be obtained by using just the equations of motion without refering to the Lagrangian or the Hamiltonian. It is interesting to note that the conserved quantities obtained by using Hojman symmetry can be different from the ones that are obtained in Noether symmetry approach. Motivated by these intriguing challenge the Hojman symmetry has recently been extensively used to study some models of gravity and cosmology (see Refs. [8] - [14] ).
In this paper we study the Hojman symmetry for some cosmological models with the matter given by the Chaplygin gases as well as with the van der Waals gas. We also generalize the Hojman symmetry for the physical systems whose equations of motion are given by the third-order and the fourth-order ordinary differential equations. The main motivation to extend the Hojman symmetry to the higherorder dynamical systems was to study it, for instance, in F (R) modified gravity theory in the metric formalism. In fact, the equations of motion of the F (R) gravity in the metric approach are of the fourth-order.
The layout of the paper is following. In Sec. II, we briefly review some main points of the Hojman symmetry. In Sec. III, we consider the Hojman symmetry for the one and two dimensional dynamical systems given by the Friedmann equations. Sec. IV is devoted to study some cosmological models of the universe filled by Chaplygin gases and the van der Waals gas. The Hojman symmetry for the scalar-tensor gravity theory was investigated in Sec. V. In Sec. VI, we consider Problem B, in which using the given conserved quantity, we can recover (find) the dynamical system (that is its equations of motion). The relation between integrable systems and the Hojman symmetry we study in Sec. VII. Next, in Sec. VIII, we extend the Hojman symmetry for the models with the equations of motion which are given by the third-order and fourth-order ordinary differential equations and for some other cases. The last section is devoted to Conclusions.
II. BRIEF REVIEW OF HOJMAN SYMMETRY: q-EQUATIONS
In this section, we provide basic elements of the Hojman symmetry for the q-equations [6] . Let q i be coordinates of some physical system. We assume that they satisfy the following set of second order ordinary differential equationsq
where i, j = 1, . . . , N and a dot stands for a derivative with respect to time t, F i (q j ,q j , t) is a "force". In this paper, Eq. (1) we call as the q-equations. Let q i andq i be solutions of the same equations (1) (up to ǫ 2 terms) [6] . We assume that these solutions are related by the following infinitesimal transformatioñ
where X i = X i (q j ,q j , t) is a symmetry vector for Eq.(1). It satisfies the following set of second order linear equations [6] 
where
Eq. (3) is called the X-equation. Let the "force" F i satisfy the equation (in some coordinate systems)
Then the quantity
obeys the equation
that is a conserved quantity for Eq.(1). Note that there exists one generalization of the last three equations. Instead of the equation (6), let the "force" F i satisfy (in some coordinate systems) the generalized equation
Here we assume that γ = γ(q i ) is a function of q i . In this case, the quantity Q takes the form
which is again a conserved quantity for Eq.(1). If γ = const., then Eqs. (8) and (9) transform to Eqs. (5) and (6) respectively. For the pedagogical reason, here we present an example from [5] which is the clasical example of the presentation to see how work the Hojman symmetry. Consider the two-dimensional harmonic oscillator. Its equations of motion reads as [5] 
Hence we obtain
so that we finally have
This equation gives us
To find the conserved quantity we need the symmetry vectors X 1 and X 2 . Their equations are given by
The particular solution of this set is [5]
Thus we get
so that
The conserved quantity Q has the form [5]
III. HOJMAN CONSERVED QUANTITIES FOR FRIEDMAN EQUATIONS
We consider a spatially flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) universe whose line element is given by
For the standard General Relativity (GR) the action reads as
where R is the Ricci scalar, L m is the matter Lagrangian. In the FRW space-time the Friedmann equations and the continuity equation read as
where ρ and p are the density and pressure of the matter. This set of equations has the following integral of motion
that isQ = 0, where n, m are contants and ∂
The set of equations (25)- (27) can be rewritten as
is the Hubble parameter. From these 3 equations just 2 equations are indefendent. Thus for 3 unknown functions a, ρ, p or H, ρ, p, we have only 2 equations. Let us return to the set (25)- (27) or that equivalent to the set (28)- (30) . Choosing 2 equations from these 3 equations we will come to the one-domensional or two-dimensional dynamical systems. We now consider these cases.
A. The one-dimensional dynamical system First, we consider the one-domensional dynamical systems. Let us return to the set (25)- (27) or that equivalent to the set (28)-(30).
Variant-1
Example 1. Consider the following set of equations
Following [6] we now introduce the coordinate q 1 as
Thusq 1 = H and the equation (32) takes the forṁ
The one-dimensional dynamical system is given bÿ
Example 2. Now let us consider the following set of equations
The coordinate q 1 we choose as
Thus Eq.(32) takes the formq
Thus in this case, the one-dimensional dynamical system reads as
2. Variant-2 Example 1. We now consider the following set of equations
Following [6] we now introduce the coordinate q 2 as
Finally we get the another version of the one-dimensional dynamical system
The coordinate q 2 we choose as in (46). Then the one-dimensional dynamical system takes the form
that is same with (49).
B. The two-dimensional dynamical system
Let us return to the set of equations (28)- (30). As we mentioned above, in this set of equations are indefendent just two. In this subsection we consider the two-dimensional dynamical systems.
Variant-1
Here we consider the last two equations of the set (25)- (27) that is
Using the definitions of the coordinates (34) and (41) (H =q 1 , ρ =q 2 ), the last system takes the form
Hence we get
so that we have
In this step we need the equation of state that is the explicit form of the function p = p(ρ). In the next section we consider some examples.
Variant-2
Using the definitions of the coordinates (34) and (41) (q = a, ρ =q 2 ) the last system takes the form
In this step we need the equation of state that is the explicit form of the function p = p(ρ). In the next sections we consider some examples.
IV. HOJMAN CONSERVED QUANTITIES AND SOME COSMOLOGICAL GAS MODELS
In this section, we apply the Hojman symmetry to some cosmological gas models. We consider the Chaplygin and modified Chaplygin gas models and the van der Waals gas model.
A. Chaplygin gas
The most popular gas is the so-called Chaplygin gas whose equation of state reads as
Then Eq.(1) takes the formq
Substituting this expression into Eq. (8) we obtain
We can rewrite this equation as
For this equation we see that the left-hand side is a function ofq 1 only. At the same time the right-hand side of this equation is a function of q 1 only. It means that they must be equal to a same constant in order to ensure that Eq.(39) always holds. Let this constant be κ. Now Eq.(39) can be separated into two ordinary differential equations of the form
Their solutions have the forms
Thus the scale factor becomes
and the corresponding Hubble parameter is H = A 3(3+κ) 0.25 = const. It is the de Sitter space-time. In this case the density and pressure take the form
The EoS parameter is
where n = (κ + 6)/3. We now find X 1 , whose equation reads as
To find solutions of this equation we consider some particular cases. i) Example 1.
where y =q. Let B = ǫy m . Then we get
Let m = 1. Then we obtain
This equation holds if β = 0. So finally the conserved quantity Q is given by
B. Modified Chaplygin gas
In this section, our aim is to find the Hojman symmetry for the Friedmann equations with the modified Chaplygin gas (MCG). The EoS of the MCG is given by
where γ, α, β are real constants. Using (21) this formula can be rewritten as
Then Eq. (25) takes the formq
Substituting these expressions into Eq. (8) we obtain
The solution of this equation has the form
At the same time, from the left-side of the equation (60) it follows that βn 3 nq 2(n+1)
Its solution is given by
from which the expressions for the scale factor and the Hubble parameter are
These expressions tell us that in this case the FRW space-time turns to the de-Sitter one. The corresponding expressions for the density and pressure take the form
Let us now find X 1 . The solution of the equation (3) for X 1 we look for as X 1 = ǫq 1 . It means that for this particular form of X 1 the Hojman conserved quantity has the same form as (54).
C. The van der Waals model
Our next example is the van der Waals gas model. Its EoS reads as
The van der Waals model reduces to the perfect fluid case in the limit β, ǫ → 0, i.e. lim β,ǫ→0 p = αρ. Let us rewrite Eq.(69) in terms of q 1 as p = 3αq
Then the equation of motion takes the formq
Substituting these expressions into Eq.(8) we obtain
or
According to arguments that are same as for Eq.(61), we get
Let ǫ = p = 0. Then κ = −3(1 + α) that gives us
We now find X 1 . Its equation has the form
V. HOJMAN CONSERVED QUANTITIES IN SCALAR-TENSOR COSMOLOGY
We consider the FRW space-time. In this case the equations of the GR with the scalar field reads aṡ
We now introduce two coordinates as
In terms of q 1 and q 2 , Eq.(95) takes the forṁ
At the same time, Eqs.(96)-(97) form asq
with V ′ = ∂V ∂φ . Hence we get
Thus we have
This equation has the following particular solution
We now find X 1 and X 2 whose equations have the form
After some algebra we come to the following conserved quantity
In fact it is not difficult to verify thatİ = 0 if q 1 and q 2 satisfy Eq.(87) and Eq.(88). Note that the integral of motion I is nothing but the equation (95) as I = 0.
VI. PROBLEM B: FROM Q TO THE q -EQUATION A. The one-dimensional case
In the previous sections we worked according to the line
It means that the equation (1) (dynamical system) is given, we must find Q using the equations (6) or (9) . It is Problem A. In Problem A, we know only Eq.(1), in other words, we know only the functions F i (that is F i are given). All other quatities we must find. Now let us consider Problem B. In Problem B we work in the vice verse direction. In Problem B, we know just Q (conserved quantity) that is Q is given and all other quatities are unknown. Let the equation (1) (dynamical system) is not given (unknown), but the conserved quantity Q is given. So that we must recover the unknown (not given) "force"F i that is the equation (1) (dynamical system) starting from the known (given) conserved quantity Q. The corresponding work line is
But the problem is how recover F i that is the dynamical system, the q-equations (1). It is an idea which we try study here. For simplicity, below we consider the case when N = 1 that just the one dimensional dynamical system. In this case we can put q 1 = q, F 1 = F and X 1 = X. Let Q is given, then F we can be find using the formula
which follows from the equation (7). To find the symmetry vector X, we recall the equation (6). It we rewrite as
It gives us
It is the desired expression for the symmetry vector X. Here we note that, in the same time, this expression of X must satisfies the equation (3) . To demonstrate our approach, we now consider some simple examples (toy models).
Example 1:
Let the conserved quantity Q is given and has the form
where h is a funstion of q. From (154) we obtain
For simplicity we now assume that X = X(q). Then from (157) we find X as
which must satisfies the equation (3). The dynamical system takes the form
2. Example 2: Q = f (q)e βq n In our second example, the conserved quantity Q is again given. For example it has the form
where f is a funstion ofq. From (154) we obtain
Then from (157) we find X as
In particular, if n = 1 thenq
Example 3: Q = s(t) + f (q)h(q)
In our second example, the conserved quantity Q is again given. For example it has the form
where s, h and f are funstions of t, q andq, respectively. Eq. (154) gives
Then the dynamical system takes the formq
B. The two-dimensional case
We now consider the two-dimensional dynamical system which we write as
The conserved quantity satisfies the equation
We now assume that, for intance, F 1 is given. Then F 2 has the form
As an example, let us consider the following some generalized two-dimensional harmonic oscillator
and F 2 is unknown. Let the conserved quantity Q is given and has the form
We find F 2 we use Eq.(156). We obtain
In particular case, when
the quantities F 2 and Q take the forms given in Eq. (166) and (22), respectively.
C. The three-dimensional case
We now consider the three-dimensional dynamical system (harmonic oscillator) which we write as
and F 3 is unknown. To find F 3 we use the formula
As an example, let the conserved quantity Q has the form
Then from Eq.(167) follows
Finally the three-dimensional dynamical system takes the form
VII. RELATION BETWEEN THE HOJMAN SYMMETRY AND INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS
The main aim of the Hojman symmetry is to find the conserved quatities for some dynamical systems. Some of such dynamical systems are nonlinear and integrable. As well-known such integrable nonlinear dynamical systems admit the infinite number integrals of motions. It is interesting to study the relation between the Hojman conserved quatities and integrals of motion of integrable dynamical systems. This is a question that we are going to consider in this subsection.
A. The one-dimensional case
As an example of integrable dynamical systems we consider the Painleve -I equation. Its equation reads asq
The equation for the symmetry vector as the form
In our case
so that the conserved quantity is given by
Thus we reached to our aim which was to establish the statement of the problem about the relation between the Hojman symmetry and integrable one-dimensional nonlinear systems.
B. The two-dimensional case
where F 2 is unknown and
The unknown force F 2 we find as
Let the conserved quatity Q is given and has the form
Then for F 2 we obtain formula
The dynamical system has the formq
In the above we have considered the Hojman symmetry for some FRW cosmological gas models. The equations of motion of these models were second order differential equations of the form (1). However, in some cases the equations of physical systems can be given by differential equations of the order higher than the second order (see e.g. Refs. [15]-[? ] ). In this section we try to generalize the Hojman symmetry for the third-order and fourth-order differential equations.
A. The third-order differential equation
Let the equations of motion of the physical system be given as ...
where i, j = 1, . . . , N , the dot stands for a derivative with respect to time t and F i is the "force". Below we consider Problem A and Problem B.
Problem A
We start from Problem A. Let q i andq i be solutions of the same equations (97) (up to ǫ 2 terms). As in (1), here we again assume that these solutions are related by the following infinitesimal transformatioñ
where X i is a symmetry vector for Eq. (97). In our case X i satisfies the following set of third order linear equations
Let the "force" F i satisfy the equation (in some coordinate systems)
obeys the equation dQ/dt = 0 that is a conserved quantity for Eq.(97).
Problem B
Now let us consider Problem B. We assume that the conserved quantity is given as
To find F 1 we use the following formula
As result we obtain
Thus the third-order differential equation takes the form ...
It admits the conserved quantity given by the equation (203).
B. The fourth-order differential equation
Our next example is the fourth order differential equations which are also the equations of motion of some physical system.
Problem A
We write the fourth order differential equations as ....
Again let q i andq i are solutions of this equation (up to ǫ 2 terms). They are related by the following infinitesimal transformationq
We now assume that X i satisfies the following set of fourth order linear equations
Also we assume that the "force" F i satisfies the equation
Then the conserved quantity for the Hojman symmetry has the form
so that dQ/dt = 0.
Problem B
Consider Problem B. We again assume that the conserved quantity is given and, for instance, has the form
Finally we obtain
Thus the thourth-order differential equation has the form ....
with the conserved quantity given by the equation (217).
C. The Nth-order differential equations
The previous approach we can extend to the Nth-order differential equations of the form
where q i(N ) is the N th derivative of q i with the respect of t. As above, let q i andq i are solutions of this equation (up to ǫ 2 terms). They are related by the following infinitesimal transformatioñ
D. Nojman symmetry for the symmetry vectors equations: X -equations
Let us return for example to the equations of the symmetry vectors (3). Our aim here is to try construct the Nojman symmetry for these symmetry vectors equations. To do that we rewrite the X -equations (3) in the following "canonical" formẌ
where G i is a "force" for X i and q i is a solutions of the equation (1) . We now assume that two solutions of the X -equations (122) are related by the following infinitesimal transformatioñ
where 
Let the "force" G i satisfy the equation (in some coordinate systems)
that is a conserved quantity for Eq.(122). Note that there exists one generalization of the last three equations. Instead of the equation (126), let the "force" G i satisfy (in some coordinate systems) the generalized equation
Here we assume that γ = γ(X i ) is a function of X i . In this case, the quantity R takes the form
which is again a conserved quantity for the X -equation (122).
E. Nojman symmetry for (q − X) -equations
We now consider the so-called (q − X) -equation which reads as
Let us rewrite these coupled equations as
where F i and G i are "forces" for q i and X i , respectively. We now assume that two solutions of these equations are related by the following infinitesimal transformatioñ
They satisfy the following set of second-order linear equations [6] 
Let the "forces" F i and G i satisfy the equation (in some coordinate systems)
In this case, the conserved quantity is given by
that is dR/dt = 0.
Let now "forces" F i and G i satisfy the following equation
where γ = γ(q i , X i ). As we expecting, in this case the function R takes the form
It is the conserved quantity for the (q − X) -equation (131)-(132). Here we must to note that the set (131)-(132) can be reformulate as the q-equations. In fact, let us introduce new coordinates p i as p i = q i and p i = X i , if i = 1, ..., N and i = N + 1, ..., 2N , respectively. Then the (q − X)-equations (131)-(132) take the formp i = E i (t, q j ,q j , X j ,Ẋ j ),
where E i is equal to F i and G i , if i = 1, ..., N and i = N + 1, ..., 2N , respectively.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
The accelerated expansion of the universe is one of prime problems in modern cosmology. To explain this phenomena there exist various candidates -cosmological models arising from the standard General Relativity and its different modifications such as F (R) gravity, F (T ) gravity and so on. Such a large number of models raised the question of choosing among them the most realistic models. In this way, symmetry plays a crucial role to choose fundamental cosmological models. In this context, the Hojman symmetry approach can be a useful tool to find out such models and to construct some class of exact solutions of cosmological models if suitable Hojman vectors are identified. In this paper, we studied some cosmological models using the Hojman symmetry. As the examples we considered Chaplygin gases and the van der Waalls models describing the universe and found the corresponding conserved quantities.
Originally, the Hojman symmetry was proposed for the second-order dynamical systems. However, as we mentioned in the Introduction, in some cases the equations of motion of physical systems have the order higher than two. Regarding it, we have extended the standard Hojman symmetry formalism to the thirdorder and fourth-order differential equations. In particular, we have derived Hojman conservation laws for these two cases. These are important results as unlike the difficulty of considering this second order symmetry in some gravity theories [9] , now it might be possible to apply the fourth-order generalization of the Hojman symmetry to f (R) modified gravity in the metric formalism since its equations of motion are also of the fourth-order. However, it seems that the real role of the Hojman symmetry in cosmology is still an open question and require further investigations. Another open problem is to understand the relations between the Hojman symmetry with other symmetries like Noether and Lie symmetries.
